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By STAFF REPORTER

A GROUP of naughty nurses are set to get
patients' pulses racing after posing for a saucy
calendar.

The medics have put down their thermometers to turn pin-
ups for the raunchy shoot — which is bound to send
temperatures soaring.

And most of the babes featured in the 100% Real Nurses
2011 calendar leave little to the imagination, stripping
down to their underwear.

All of the girls featured are
real-life heroes, devoting their
time to help others.

And they look set to win an
army of new admirers, thanks
to this stunning set of
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1. 'I met Dewani for sex', rent boy tells
cops

2. Cheryl’s nosh is all tosh
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pictures.

Among the girls are mental
health nurse Salena Lima,
from London, who pops up as
Miss August.

Healthcare worker Natalie
Richards, from Maidstone,
Kent, is Miss April.

And sexy dental nurse Dani Bryant, from Bristol, stars as
Miss May.

The calendar is out now.
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well scaryclary1, I suppose you are against the firemans calender then

7:43PM, Dec 14, 2010

vanny56

Now if the bloke that was caught in the library reading Alan Sugars bio while doing something, had this calendar

instead, I would have understood it.

5:14PM, Dec 14, 2010

Paul_the_beat-all

Damn! These girls look fine!! I'll  be checking into the Dentists more often lol

4:56PM, Dec 14, 2010

True_man
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Nurse!

Time for my bedbath.

3:32PM, Dec 14, 2010

Gunnerjas

Well now this shows exactly the calibre of nurses in the NHS now and proves why the NHS has such appallingly

low standards these days. I wonder if there is an RGN on that calendar. Nurses used to be professional and I, for

one,am ashamed of that profession.

3:25PM, Dec 14, 2010

Scaryclary1
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